
 

English 

This term, we have 
decided to keep it local 
and have chosen a text 
that is based in our 
very own city of 
Bristol. 'Goram and 
Ghyston the Bristol 

Giants' tells the story of two brothers who 
both fall in love with Princess Avona. These 
are no ordinary brothers, they are both giants! 
Princess Avona sets them a difficult and 
grueling challenge that will push them to their 
limits. Their prize? Princess Avona's hand in 
marriage. Only one can be triumphant 
however, who will win the heart of the 
princess? Within English, we will look at 
dialogue, fronted adverbials and settings. 
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Mathematics 
Mathematics 

We will begin this term by re-examining column 
addition and subtraction. Our class will be 
learning to use various types of money to make 
purchases and give change. We are revisiting 
column subtraction with exchanging as it is a skill 
that will be used when we 
subtract various amounts of 
money from larger sums. 
 

We will be practising our skills reading 
time on both analogue and digital clocks 
in intervals of 5 minutes, and we will 
discuss the number of seconds in a 

minute, minutes in an hour and hours in a day.  
 
Finally, our class will be working with 
measurement of mass and capacity. 

Topic 
Our topic this term is 
‘Brilliant Bristol!’ We 
will be placing a large 
focus on rivers and 
gorges as these both 

feature so heavily in our text. We will investigate 
local geography and look at how Bristol has 
developed over the years. We will also study 
Isambard Kingdom Brunel, who was a very 
famous Bristolian and built our famous Clifton 
Suspension Bridge 

Ways you can help at home (please stick this on your fridge) 

- Please read with your child regularly at home 
and sign their Reading Record if they are not 
a Wild Reader. 

- Help your child to practise the weekly spellings 
using the ‘Look, Say, Cover, Write, Check’ 
booklet. 

- Allow opportunities for your child to practise 
their handwriting. All year three children 
should be joining their letters by the end of 
the year. 

- Visit the Avon river and gorge and talk          
about how it may have been formed. 
- Investigate local, post-war history and consider 
how Bristol has changed over the past few 
decades. 
- Research the changing population of Bristol and 
what the population currently stands at.  
- Visit parts of Bristol that feature in our text, 
‘Goram and Ghyston the Bristol Giants’. 
 

- Continue to spot shapes around you and discuss 
their properties e.g. how many faces, edges, 
vertices or corners they have. 
- Practise the 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 and 10 times tables. 
These should be secure by the end of year three. 
- Develop mental methods for solving questions 
based around the four operations (addition, 
subtraction, multiplication and division.) 
- Try and spot examples of parallel, 
perpendicular, horizontal and vertical lines. 
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